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The awards Princess of Asturias staged the European support to Spain
Against the Catalan independence

Oviedo, 20.10.2017, 21:57 Time

USPA NEWS - The ceremony of the awards Princess of Asturias held Friday in Oviedo, North Coast of Spain, chaired by Kings Philip
VI and Letizia, staged support seamless in Europe to the Spanish Government. European Union (EU) received the award of Concord,
collected by the president of the Council, Mr. Donald Tusk; the president of the Commission, Mr. Jean Claude Juncker, and the
president of the European Parliament, Antonio Tajani, who in his speech warned that “the right is not an option, in an obligation.“�

The sentences of the Courts “are met, and point,“� said Mr. Tajani. The three maximum representatives of the European Union
headed in his speeches the Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy, present in the ceremony for the first time for 36 years. Tusk, Juncker and
Tajani insisted that “without concord, no victory,“� in reference to the polarization of Catalan society, divided to the threat of
secession. And defended the European values of integration, democracy and respect for the laws, who have made the spirit of the EU
and are guarantee of peace and prosperity.

Later, in statements to the public television TVE, Mr. Antonio Tajani affirmed that “the independence of Cataloniawould be a political
mistake and an economic error,“� because “no country will recognize an independent Catalonia and because Europe is a bridge“�
for business and Catalonia, if independent, would be outside Europe. In relation to this, King Philip VI said that “spain faces an
unacceptable attempt of secession“� that will resolve the “legitimate democratic institutions, in compliance with our Constitution.“�
The King added: “We inspire in three principles: democracy, fundamental rights and the rule of law.“� Previously, the monarch
described the award-winning, among those who were the explorers of the gravitational waves, the society of Hispanic studies and the
group humorous musical The Luthiers.  

Article online:
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